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ABSTRACT: 
  
 MATLAB is a very powerful tool for computing and simulation. Basic 

mathematical core provides functions for high performance computing. In this paper, we 

talk about methods for in which computer technology can be utilized to learn essential 

mathematics. MATLAB is supportive programming for numerical computation. MATLAB 

is a high-level mathematics package designed for doing numerical computations and 

graphic. MATLAB also has powerful symbolic math ability. It has also looked at some 

theories of learning related to the teaching and learning of mathematics with the computer 

technology.  It has also included the proposals in which the software has been 

recommended to be used. It is our hope that this review could be useful for those interested 

in integrating MATLAB in mathematics curriculum. Specifically, in fundamental 

mathematics are delineated utilizing MATLAB: order of operations, factoring, operations 

with polynomials, quadratic equations, functions and system of linear equations. The 

review aimed at summarizing the different ways in which the software has been used as a 

tool for visualization, computation, problem-solving, fostering positive attitudes and math 

confidence, increasing motivation & math performance, and projects.  

 
Keywords: Mathematics, MATLAB, System of linear equations, Visualization, Problem 

solving  
 

INTRODUCTION: 

 MATLAB is a high-level mathematics package designed for doing numerical 

computations and graphic. In MATLAB, the matrix computing becomes extremely easy. 

MATLAB stands for MATRIX LABORATARY (MatrixLaboratory), which was first used 

by Dr. CleveMoler in New Mexico University United States to teach courses of linear 

algebra. The basic data unit is a matrix without dimension restriction. MATLAB is a high-

level mathematics package designed for doing numerical computations and graphic. 
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MATLAB also has powerful symbolic math ability. Rather than making calculations on 

known numbers, we can make calculations on symbolic expressions. The use of technology 

in teaching mathematics has become a popular component of most introductory mathematics 

classes such as Calculus. A recently conducted research project] analysed the influences on 

attitudes and learning, and found that almost all students responded positively to MATLAB 

for ease of computation and graphing. In addition, the use of the software as a tool was found 

to have a strong impact on the learning strategies adopted and on their confidence towards 

mathematics. Others have found similar effects of the influence of computing methods on 

learning mathematics. For example, found that students with high computer mathematics 

interaction feel that computers enhance mathematics learning by providing many examples 

enable user to focus on major ideas by reducing mechanical toil, and find computers helpful 

in linking algebraic and geometric ideas. Several research papers detailed the learning 

process of Calculus using MATLAB and Microsoft Excel but no one study the learning of 

basic mathematics. In this paper, we will discuss how to learn basic mathematics through 

symbolic toolbox of MATLAB.  

 

MATLAB, the product of Mathworks Company, is the general purpose computing 

software.  It contains  a  vast  range  of  specialized  toolboxes  and  also  works  as  the  

computer  algebra  system through  its  symbolic  math  toolbox.  This  toolbox  performs  

symbolic  algebraic/mathematical  manipulative  operations with  a  lot  of  built-in  

interactivity. MATLAB  undoubtedly  is  popular among computer and multi-disciplinary 

scientists, engineers and particularly with experts in the area  of  computational mathematics.  

It  integrates  numerical,  symbolic  and  the  state-of-the-art graphic visualization capabilities 

with quite intuitive computer programming environment.  

 
MATLAB as a visualization tool has been  used  in  the  courses  like  linear  algebra,  

calculus  and  differential  equations  etc.  Szurley (2007)  used MATLAB  as  a  visualization  

tool  for  applications  of  linear  algebra  course.  One  of  the  greatest  benefits  of  computer  

technology  is  the  accessibility  of  the mathematical concepts  through  visualization.  

MATLAB  is  one  of  the  best  known  software  which  contains mathematical data 

visualization capabilities, Palais (1999).  The aim of  the  study was  to provide  students with  

the graphing  capabilities  for  illustrating  the  insights into the material. The aim was to 

provide interactivity and visuals for presenting mathematical concepts. Palmer (2008) also 

aimed at visualization of linear algebra concepts through the writing and the development of 
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simple animation programs in MATLAB. The author claimed that creating animation  

programs  is  possible  with  little  knowledge  of  linear  algebra,  no  computer  

programming  experience  and  without  MATLAB’s  familiarity. Talbert  (2011)  used 

MATLAB  to  teach  problem-solving  techniques  to  first-year  Liberal Arts  students who 

were enrolled in Calculus III at the Franklin College.  Students spent most of the classtime 

doing hands-on  lab exercises, watching video  lectures and completing online  tutorial  work. 

The  inverted classroom model was used  in  this  study. This model provided  students  the  

ability to learn on their own and to apply new concepts.   

 

 
Fig. MATLAB features 

 

In pure mathematics, since MATLAB is an integrated computer software which has 

three functions: symbolic computing、numerical computing and graphics drawing.  

MATLAB is capable to carry out many functions including computing polynomials and 

rational polynomials, solving equations and computing much kind of mathematical 

expressions. One can also use MATLAB to calculate the limit, derivative, integral and Taylor 

series of some mathematical expressions. With MATLAB, The graphs of functions with one 

or two variables can be easily drawn in selected domain. Therefore, functions can be studied 

by visualization for their main Characteristics. MATLAB is also a system which can be 

easily expanded. MATLAB provides many powerful software packages which can be easily 

incorporated into the clients system. 
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MATLAB-AIDED TEACHING CONCEPTS: 

Order of Operations in MATLAB: 

The first step and before starting the mentioned topics, we teach student how to use 

MATLAB as calculator. Additionally, we start studying the order of operations. Our 

experience show that the best practice to understand the foundation topic in MATLAB, order 

of operations, can be done visually in MATLAB by playing on the locations of powers, 

multiplication, division and brackets. The arithmetic operators in decreasing order of 

precedence are: 

 Raise to power (^) 

 Division(/) 

 Multiplication(*) 

 Subtraction(-) 

 Addition(+) 
 

For the order of operations we use the PEMDAS rule from left to right: do things in 

Parentheses first, then Exponents or powers, then Multiplication (from left to right), then 

Division (from left to right), then Addition (from left to right) then Subtraction (from left to 

right).  

Factoring in MATLAB:  

Factoring (called "Factorising" in the UK) is the process of finding the factors. 

Finding what to multiply together to get an expression. In MATLAB, we use the function 

“factor(expression)”. As we work symbolically, we must define the variable in the 

“expression” using the command “syms x” to define x variable. 

Operations with polynomials in MATLAB: 

A polynomial in MATLAB is represented by a vector of coefficients. For instance the 

polynomial: is representing in MATLAB as: p = [ 1 -7 11 0 -12 ]. We can add/subtract two 

polynomials in MATLAB by just adding or subtracting the coefficient vectors. Both vectors 

must be of the same size, so the shorter vector must be padded with zeros. MATLAB can also 

multiply polynomials by using the command “conv(polynomial 1, polynomial 2)”. For the 

division, we can use the command “deconv(polynomial 1, polynomial 2)”. 

Quadratic equations in MATLAB: 

The “solve(‘equation’)” command can also solve higher order equations. It is often 

used to solve quadratic equations. The function returns the roots of the equation. To plot the 

quadratic function, we can use the “ezplot(‘function’)” in MATLAB. 
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Functions in MATLAB: 

A function relates an input to an output. It is like a machine that has an input and an 

output. And the output is related somehow to the input. Functions have been used in 

mathematics for a very long time, and lots of different names and ways of writing functions 

have come about. To represent a function in Matlab, we use the command “inline”. Similarly 

to solve, this command is followed by parenthesis and has the following form: 

inline('function', 'independent variable of the function'). 

System of linear equations in MATLAB: 

We can solve more than one equation simultaneously using “solve” command. Note 

that command solve has to be preceded with [list of all variables]. 

Plotting a 3D Bar Graph in MATLAB: 

For computing output data, functions and scripts provides set of commands necessary. 

It is very difficult reading plain data and so need some mechanism to represent these 

readings. MATLAB contains several plotting commands for 2D and 3D figures (Blaho, 

Foltin, Fodrek & Murgas, 2012). Create grid for 3D space through mesh grid command in 

plotting 3D graphs. Changing plot properties is another important knowledge but students 

find it difficult to understand this concept so need to create handler to plot and using get and 

set commands to change line colour or type. Creating interactive experience for users with no 

prior MATLAB knowledge can use objects like buttons, labels, inputs, or check box. 

Example: Plotting a 3D Bar Graph 

Script Code:      Output: 

%3D bar graph 

y=1:6; 

z=[33 31 5 9 22 30]; 

bar3(y,z) 

xlabel('x') 

ylabel('y') 

zlabel('z') 

title('3D Bar') 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 MATLAB is also a system which can be easily expanded. MATLAB provides 

many powerful software packages which can be easily incorporated into the clients system. In 

this paper, we contemplate how to utilize computer technology in education. The experience 
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of using MATLAB to support the teaching and learning of mathematics concepts may have a 

strong impact on the learning strategies of students. In this empirical study, we have shown 

the different ways in which MATLAB was used as a teaching and learning tool for 

mathematics.  It has been used as a tool for the visualization of the graphs of mathematical 

functions, computation, problem-solving, increasing motivation and self-confidence and as 

well as fostering positive attitudes toward mathematics. A vast majority of studies have used 

MATLAB as a supplement to the traditional teaching and learning of mathematics. In our 

future scope, we will look at the execution of the students who study essential mathematics 

utilizing traditional lecture style and through MATLAB. 
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